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products to market. A root cause of many project delays and research inefficiencies was incomplete access to critical prodtoo long to bring new products to market. A key root cause of project delays and research inefficiencies was
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developers and plant managers often had to make key decisions without a complete understanding of product
research based on all relevant information.
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Anzo enables product innovation workers to ask any question against any data across the enterprise. Anzo makes this

Anzo enables researchers and knowledge workers to ask any question of any enterprise data. Anzo applies a semantic,
possible by applying a semantic, graph-based data fabric layer over the existing data infrastructure, to capture the realgraph data model over your data infrastructure to connect and blend data for ad hoc queries and analytics on demand.

world meaning of all data sources – structured and unstructured alike. Anzo then connects data into blended, harmonized
views for ad hoc queries and analytics essential for timely, well-informed decision making.
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a critical new level of knowledge transfer,” the IT executive said. “Workers will augment their own respective departmental
knowledge with complimentary knowledge from other departments, for highly informed decision making.”
“We also look forward to Anzo helping us expedite bringing new products to market, as well as enabling us to more readily
identify innovative new products most likely to be sustainable at full manufacturing scale.”
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